Introduction
============

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) represent a major breakthrough in the treatment of metastatic melanoma. They target CTLA-4 or PD-(L)1 molecules on T-cells, which results in prolonged T-cell activation responses. Impressive long-term survival has been observed in advanced melanoma patients upon treatment with ICIs \[[@R1]\]. Unfortunately, the response rates remain low to moderate. Fewer than 20% of advanced melanoma patients experience a long-term response in ipilimumab. The response to PD-(L)1 ICIs is higher (30--40%) and improves to 60% with combination therapy \[[@R2]\]. Still, this means that no durable responses are observed in 40--60% of patients.

ICIs are high-cost therapies; ipilimumab, for example, costs 120 000 euros per patient/year, and yet yield a 40--60% response rate. ICI treatment can also bring with it severe and potentially life-threatening side-effects, such as diarrhea, enterocolitis, hepatitis, hypophysitis, skin rash, and pruritus. These immune-related adverse events (irAEs) were observed in up to 80% of patients in clinical trials of ipilimumab \[[@R3]\].

The reasons underscoring the clinical need for biomarkers that predict the treatment response of ICIs in metastatic melanoma are three-fold: (a) such biomarkers enable personalized treatment with ICI, by selecting patients who are likely to benefit from ICI, and eliminating delay in treatment for others by immediately starting secondary therapies. (b) Their identification and application decreases potentially severe adverse effects without clinical benefit. (c) Their use saves costs by providing therapy only to patients who are likely to respond.

Recently, we performed a systematic review of predictive baseline biomarkers for response to immunotherapy in melanoma patients \[[@R4]\], here we found a large number of different biomarkers measured or measured differently. No single biomarker measured before or at the start of therapy, however, is capable of accurately predicting response. Biomarkers measured during therapy have also been the subject of publication. These do provide the possibility to predict therapy response at an early phase during treatment, and may facilitate decisions on treatment continuation or prolongation.

The aim of this paper is to systematically review the current literature dealing with the clinical data of ICI treatment to provide an overview of candidate predictive biomarkers -- measured during therapy -- for ICI response in melanoma patients. Our study used the PICO tool, as recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration: (P) advanced melanoma patients treated with ICIs, (I) that measured biomarkers during treatment, (C) and identified differences in biomarker levels, (O) comparing therapy responsiveness: comparing response to therapy (measured in different outcomes).

Methods
=======

Study design and search strategy
--------------------------------

In this systematic review, work was carried out in accordance with the PRISMA statement: an evidence-based minimum set of items for reporting in systematic reviews and meta-analyses \[[@R5],[@R6]\].

We performed a systematic OVID Medline search of publications in English appearing in the period 1 January 2000 to 1 January 2018, to identify those dealing with biomarkers predicting clinical response to ICI treatment of human melanoma. We checked the availability of systematic reviews on this topic, but only included original articles in our own review. Original articles were found by safely excluding reviews and editorials by means of double negation (i.e. excluding 'reviews' as publication type, except when terms indicating observational studies or trials were present; the same approach was used to safely exclude animal studies). To find both known and unknown biomarkers, the concepts of melanoma and ICI were combined with either (I) general terms for biomarkers or predictive factors or (II) known specific factors combined with terms for prognosis, correlation, predictors and terms for survival, mortality, and clinical response (see Supplementary Additional File 1, Supplemental digital content 1, <http://links.lww.com/MR/A127>, for the entire Medline search strategy). We cross-checked the reference lists and studies cited through Web of Science for relevant papers, and review studies and adapted the search in case of additional relevant studies. The bibliographic records retrieved were imported and de-duplicated in ENDNOTE.

Participants, interventions, and comparators
--------------------------------------------

Multiple study designs were considered for this review -- including clinical trials (phase I, II, and III), prospective or retrospective cohort studies and case series, including more than five patients -- that reported on clinical response and/or survival outcomes to ICI therapy. Case reports and other types of publications, including reviews, viewpoints, or conference reports, were excluded. All original research publications in English were included. The patient population of this review comprised AJCC stage 3 or 4 melanoma patients who are eligible to receive ICI therapy. Inclusion eligibility required publications to report on melanoma patients treated with either anti-CTLA-4 antibodies (ipilimumab, tremelimumab, and ticilimumab) or PD-(L)1 inhibitors (nivolumab, pembrolizumab, atezolizumab, avelumab, and durvalumab). Further eligibility required biomarker analysis during treatment. No restrictions were set on the type of outcome parameter for response or survival. No restrictions in age, sex, or ethnicity were applied. Publications were excluded when reporting on (a) nonmelanoma patients, (b) exclusively biomarkers at baseline, (c) animal studies, (d) combination therapy of ICI with other melanoma drugs (except peptide vaccinations), and (e) if they reported results from fewer than five patients.

Systematic review protocol and data extraction
----------------------------------------------

The selection of publications and data extraction was performed in an unblinded standardized manner by two independent reviewers. Any disagreement between reviewers was resolved by consensus. The following information was extracted from the publications selected: study type, type of ICI therapy, number of patients included in the publication, number of patients included in the biomarker analysis, type of predictive biomarker, time of follow-up, clinical outcome measure, and statistical significance. The outcome parameters of the studies were divided into three groups: (a) clinical response, (b) progression-free survival (PFS), and (c) overall survival (OS). PFS also included disease-free interval, response duration, relapse-free survival, and recurrence-free survival. Clinical response also comprised tumor response, the best overall response rate, immune-related response criteria, and clinical benefit.

Data analysis
-------------

This review was carried out to explore and summarize published candidate biomarkers. Unfortunately, statistical meta-analysis was not feasible because of variability in the outcome measures, the timespan between biomarker measurements, and the limited number of studies per biomarker. To provide preliminary insights, therefore, the predictive capacity of biomarkers was extracted and summarized by *P* value significance. We defined *P* value significance as less than 0.05, including correction for multiple testing when applicable.

Quality assessment
------------------

A risk-of-bias analysis was carried out on all publications. This analysis was based on the Cochrane Collaboration quality checklist for prognostic studies \[[@R7]\], consisting of the following five questions: (a) Are the patients adequately described and are the reasons for any restrictions appropriate? (b) Are assessments of the studied biomarkers properly specified and are they valid and reliable? (c) Are the follow-up data clearly described? (d) Are there sufficient data present on biomarkers in the study population? (e) Are the study parameters (outcome, phase of study) properly addressed and explained? Answers to these questions were in the form of 'yes', 'no', or 'questionable'.

Those publications with at least four times 'yes' answers in questions 1--5 were considered to have a low risk of bias. Publications scoring 1 'questionable' on either question 4 or question 5, or 2 'questionables' in questions 1--5, were considered to have an intermediate risk of bias. High risk of bias was assigned to publications scoring 2 'questionables' in questions 4 and 5 or any 'no'. Publications describing the analyses of multiple biomarker studies were assessed separately for the quality of the analysis of each biomarker.

Results
=======

Study selection and characteristics
-----------------------------------

The systematic Medline search retrieved 735 unique publications (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Reference checking did not yield additional publications. On the basis of the eligibility criteria of title and abstract screening, 571 publications were excluded and 164 publications were screened full text, of which 79 publications fulfilled our selection criteria and were included in this review (Supplementary Additional File 2, Supplemental digital content 2, *<http://links.lww.com/MR/A128>*) \[[@R8]--[@R85]\]. The publication selection process and the reasons for exclusion are presented in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. In total, the 79 publications thus included reported on 57 different types of biomarkers. Of these 79 publications, 43 reported on more than one biomarker, resulting in 218 biomarker studies. Most biomarker studies were based on CTLA-4 ICI therapy (*n* = 148), whereas 65 studies were carried out for PD-(L)1 ICI therapy biomarkers. A total of five studies were carried out in patients who were treated with either CTLA-4 or PD-(L)1 ICI. Biomarkers were organized into four groups: (a) blood markers, (b) tumor tissue, (c) irAEsk and (d) other (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The blood-based biomarker group included studies on general cytology markers, general soluble factors, immune-related soluble factors, cellular markers of T-cell activation and regulation, and systemic tumor-specific immune responses. These biomarkers were reported in 127 studies relating to CTLA-4 and in 19 studies relating to PD-(L) therapy. The second group, focusing on tumor tissue-based markers such as tumor-infiltrating cells, changes in expression profiles, and genetic alterations, included nine studies for CTLA-4 and 37 for PD-(L). This indicates a predominant interest in these markers for PD-(L)1 ICI. The third group comprised markers based on irAEs included in 13 studies for CTLA-4 ICI and 13 for PD-(L)1 ICI. The final group, consisting of 'other' markers, included four studies for CTLA-4 and 1 for PD-(L)1. The median number of patients included in the biomarker studies varied from 101 patients for irAEs to 13 patients in tumor tissue studies (Supplementary Additional File 3, Supplemental digital content 2, *<http://links.lww.com/MR/A129>*).
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![Number of studies per biomarker group for both CTLA-4 (light) and PD-(L)1 (dark) immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI)-treated patients (left figure) and risk of bias estimation for each biomarker group (right figure). The risk of bias figure shows the percentage of publications per biomarker type for both CTLA-4 and PD-1 immune checkpoint inhibitor with a low (light), intermediate, or high (dark) risk of bias. irAE, immune-related adverse event.](mr-29-453-g002){#F2}

Risk of bias
------------

The risk of bias was assessed for each biomarker type including both CTLA-4 and PD-(L)1 ICI studies (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The assessment indicated a low risk of bias in 67% of all studies, intermediate risk in 29%, and high risk of bias in 4% of publications (Supplementary Additional File 4, Supplemental digital content 4, *<http://links.lww.com/MR/A130>*). Studies describing other biomarkers (group 4) contained the highest risk of bias. Within blood biomarker publications, the highest risk of bias was estimated in the T-cell response and regulation subgroup, whereas the lowest risk of bias was found in the blood soluble immune factors subgroup. The studies of tumor tissue biomarker had a higher risk of bias in the tumor tissue-expression subgroup and low risk in tumor genetics (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The risk of bias was largely because of unclear descriptions of patient follow-up data.

Blood biomarkers
----------------

The blood cytology biomarkers studies included changes in absolute counts of white blood cells, lymphocytes, granulocytes (eosinophils or neutrophils), monocytes, myeloid-derived suppressor cells, natural killer cells, circulating tumor cells and CD20 + B cells, as well as neutrophils and platelets to lymphocytes ratios (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Blood and tumor tissue biomarker analyzed for immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) treatment. Graphs show the number of analyses per biomarker type for correlations with clinical response, progression-free survival (PFS), or overall survival (OS) upon ICI therapy. White bars, significant CTLA-4 correlation; black bars, non-significant CTLA-4 correlation; horizontal lines in white bars, significant PD-1 correlation; gray bars, non-significant PD-1 correlation; white bar with diagonal lines, significant both CTLA-4 and PD-1 correlation.](mr-29-453-g003){#F3}

These blood biomarkers were most frequently used to estimate relations with clinical response or OS in the event of CTLA-4 ICI therapy. Significant correlations with response were found in approximately half of the analyses, whereas significant correlations with OS were found in 80% of analyses. The absolute lymphocyte count was most frequently studied and found more frequently to be correlated significantly with OS as opposed to response. Only five analyses were carried out for PD-1, in two publications, including one study of both patient groups treated with CTLA-4 or PD-(L)1 \[[@R50],[@R52]\].

Soluble blood factors studied included vascular endothelial growth factor, major histocompatibility complex class I chain-related protein A and protein B (MICA/B), S100, MIA, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), circulating tumor DNA, and C-reactive protein (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). LDH was studied most frequently, showing not only low levels of LDH at any time during treatment, but also the reduction of LDH levels to be associated with better response and prolonged OS.

Those immune-related soluble factors measured in the blood (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) included CD25, HMGB1, multiple inflammatory cytokines \[including interleukin (IL)-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-15, INFγ, IP-10, tumor necrosis factor-α\], IL-17, and anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-10 and transforming growth factor-β1. Inflammatory cytokines correlated significantly with OS, but their associations with response were only significant in half the analyses. Other markers were measured only once (CD25 and HMBG1 \[[@R31],[@R35]\]) or twice and were significant in half the analyses (IL-17, IL-10, and transforming growth factor-β1) \[[@R12],[@R72]\].

Biomarkers for representing systemic T-cell activation and regulation were studied widely in 56 analyses. These markers consisted of naive-, memory activated-, CD4 + and CD8 + T-cells, as well as T-cell expansion, CD8 + PD-1 + (bim + ) T-cells, Th17 cells, and regulatory T-cells (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Naive T-cells (both CD4 + and CD8 + ) did not correlate to OS and were not analyzed for correlations with response and PFS. In only half the studies did memory T-cells correlate with outcome in any form. Activated T-cells, either CD4 + or CD8 +, correlated with outcome in 2 and 3 analyses, respectively. T-cell regulation was studied quite extensively in up to 10 analyses. The presence of regulatory T-cells was associated negatively with response, PFS, and OS in most studies (1--2 analyses failed to show significant associations). Increased circulating regulatory T-cells showed a beneficiary relation with respect to PFS \[[@R71]\]. CD8 + PD-1 + (bim + ) was the only T-cell-related biomarker associated significantly with OS in more than one study without a nonsignificant association in other studies \[[@R26],[@R70]\]. Four biomarkers (Th17, naive CD4 +, naive CD8 + and melanoma antigen-specific CD8 +, T-cells) were only analyzed once \[[@R15],[@R19],[@R66]\].

The increase in melanoma antigen-specific antibodies (against NY-ESO-1) showed a correlation with OS, but not with PFS or response. In contrast, an increase in MART-1 melanoma antigen-specific CD8 + T-cells was associated with response, but was not analyzed in PFS and OS.

Tumor tissue biomarkers
-----------------------

Predictive biomarkers on the basis of changes in tumor-intrinsic factors or tumor microenvironment were mostly studied for PD-(L)1 ICI and analyzed for response to treatment (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Only seven biomarker studies were carried out for CTLA-4 ICI \[[@R34],[@R38],[@R41],[@R59],[@R61]\], of which three were in a combined setting with PD-(L)1 \[[@R41]\].

Tumor-infiltrating cell analyses reported the number of infiltrating cells, comprising lymphocytes, CD8 + T-cells, natural killer cells, neutrophils, and macrophages, all showing significant correlations to response, except for neutrophils and, in one out of three analyses, CD8 + T-cells. Most analyses on immune regulatory elements infiltrating the tumor environment, including the change in the Th1/Th2 ratio and regulatory T-cells, were associated significantly with response (four out of five), whereas follicular helper cells were not associated with response. Response correlations with CD4 + and CD8 + memory T-cells were significant in one study, but not in another. Activated T-cells were most frequently analyzed (*n* = 6), of which five analyses focused on activated CD8 + T-cells. All these analyses showed a significant response to treatment. Clonal T-cell expansion and (CD4 + and CD8 + ) diversity showed a significant correlation with response in half of the analyses. Depletion, or loss, of neoantigens during therapy and CD8 + PD(L)-1 T-cells were analyzed only once, but correlated significantly with response.

Changes in tumor tissue-expression during ICI therapy were also investigated as biomarkers for response and survival (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Increased expressions of the major histocompatibility complex molecule HLA class I and PD-L2 were associated significantly with response, but only analyzed once. PD-L1 and immune gene expression were analyzed twice, but were significant in only one analysis. Decrease in melanoma antigen expression was not significant for response.

Changes in genetics (net genomic changes, and changes in neoantigens and mutational load) were investigated six times as biomarkers for response (*n* = 3), PFS (*n* = 2), and OS (*n* = 1) (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and were all associated significantly with these outcomes.

Immune-related adverse event
----------------------------

Most studies did not specify the irAE (16 studies); neither included irAEs of any grade (*n* = 10) nor grade 3/4 (*n* = 6) (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Of all these studies, 69% were associated significantly with outcome in response, PFS, and OS. Colitis, the major irAE for ICI, was analyzed twice and was not associated significantly with response and OS. Other irAEs that did not show a significant relation with OS were pneumonitis, thyroid disorders, myalgias, and mucosal toxicity. The two irAEs that did show a significant relation with outcome (response, PFS, and OS) were rash and vitiligo. Of these, vitiligo was the irAE that was analyzed the most (rash = 4 and vitiligo = 10).

![Immune-related adverse events and other biomarkers analyzed for immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) treatment. Graphs show the number of analyses per biomarker type for correlations with clinical response, progression-free survival (PFS), or overall survival (OS) upon ICI therapy. White bars, significant CTLA-4 correlation; black bars, non-significant CTLA-4 correlation; horizontal lines in white bars, significant PD-1 correlation; gray bars, non-significant PD-1 correlation; white bar with diagonal lines, significant both CTLA-4 and PD-1 correlation; and gray bars with diagonal lines, non-significant for both CTLA-4 and PD-1 correlation. CT, computed tomography; irAE, immune-related adverse event.](mr-29-453-g004){#F4}

Other
-----

Other predictive biomarkers studied were (fluorine-18-fluorodeoxyglucose) PET/computed tomography (CT), clearance of tremelimumab, and the loss of muscle mass (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). All these markers could distinguish patients with good and poor OS at an early stage of treatment. The loss of muscle mass was unfavorable for OS \[[@R18]\]. PET/CT biomarkers were studied most (*n* = 3), although these studies were limited in the number of patients included. PET-CT did not correlate with response.

Discussion
==========

This review provides a systematic overview of candidate biomarkers, measured during ICI treatment, that might prove useful early in therapy as predictors for response to such treatment.

Biomarkers were divided into four groups (blood markers, tumor tissue, irAEs, and others). Blood markers were studied most frequently, predominantly in patients treated with CTLA-4 ICI, whereas tumor-tissue biomarkers were mostly studied for PD-(L)1 ICI. Outcome analyses focused predominantly on response and OS, whereas PFS correlations were reported less frequently.

Blood biomarkers studies showed considerable variety in the types of cells or soluble factors studied, as well as in the significance of correlations with outcome parameters; this show similarity to our previous findings for baseline biomarkers analyses \[[@R4]\]. CD20 + B cell levels, platelet to lymphocytes counts, were not reported previously as baseline biomarkers. In general, changes in blood cytology biomarkers during ICI therapy show similar correlations with outcome, as baseline values. One exception is the absolute lymphocyte count during ICI therapy, which correlated more frequently with response or OS, than baseline absolute lymphocyte counts \[[@R4]\]. The immune system is able to aid in the eradication of tumors. Yet, inflammation may also be associated with disease progression and adverse outcomes, considered to be because of the inflammatory production of bioactive molecules in the tumor microenvironment \[[@R86]\]. The increase in the absolute lymphocyte count and other immune-related cells may well predict benefit in ICI, but may also fail to account for immune-suppressive versus stimulatory interaction.

Multiple soluble (immune) markers were investigated as potential biomarkers, of which MIA and HMGB were not analyzed previously as baseline biomarkers \[[@R4]\]. These factors did not always show significant correlations to response or OS. The presence of IL-17, an important cytokine in inflammatory bowel disease \[[@R87]\], was shown to be present at higher levels in patients who developed colitis during ICI therapy \[[@R72]\]. However, IL-17 was only related to PFS, but not to response. Conflicting data on the correlation with response were also found for other (anti-)inflammatory markers. This might suggest that the measured soluble (immune) blood factors are more indicative for tumor burden and not directly indicative for response to therapy \[[@R4],[@R88]\].

Biomarker analyses of all stages of T-cell responses from naive, activation, differentiation, to memory formation mediating adaptive-immunity are present in this review. Of these stages, the activation and regulation of (CD8 + ) T-cells were correlated most frequently with outcome. This review shows that these markers individually are not always predictive for response. However, the combination of regulatory T-cell attenuation (e.g. by reducing regulatory T-cell numbers or reducing their suppressive activity in tumor tissues) and the activation of tumor-specific effector T-cells (e.g. by immune checkpoint blockades) may synergize to enhance treatment effects \[[@R89],[@R90]\].

Blood biomarkers that were associated significantly with OS, but not with response to treatment, most likely have a prognostic rather than predictive value, independent of treatment (e.g. most inflammatory markers). Some differences, however, might also be explained by the time to response. Responses, particularly to ipilimumab therapy, may be delayed, so that progression may occur before a benefit is observed \[[@R91]\]. Elevated LDH is known to be prognostic of poor survival in patients with metastatic melanoma \[[@R4],[@R42],[@R92]\]. In our review, however, reduction in LDH during therapy correlated significantly with a favorable response. It seems that even when LDH is elevated at the start of treatment, a reduction in LDH is still favorable for response to therapy. In contrast, baseline LDH only correlated with OS, but not to response \[[@R4]\], suggesting that changes in LDH during therapy are more informative for treatment response than baseline LDH. Both LDH and S100(B) proteins are released by melanoma following tumor cell death \[[@R93],[@R94]\], albeit by different biological mechanisms: S100B interacts with p53 and plays an active role in cell survival and proliferation \[[@R95]\], whereas LDH plays an active role in the mitochondrial metabolism and glycolysis in skin cancer (Warburg effect). LDH converts pyruvate, the final product of glycolysis, into lactate in the absence of oxygen. High concentrations of lactate, in turn, negatively regulate LDH \[[@R96],[@R97]\]. Other blood soluble factors such as CRP reflect disease progression, similar to increasing LDH levels \[[@R66]\].

Most tumor tissue biomarkers were studied for associations with response to treatment rather than PFS or OS. Tumor-infiltrating cells were analyzed in relation to response only. PFS and OS are time-consuming outcome parameters, whereas response to treatment can be measured within a short period of time. Tumor-tissue biomarkers were predominantly analyzed during PD-1 therapy, which may reflect the increasing clinical application of PD-1 compared with CTLA-4 therapy. Moreover, tumor-tissue biomarkers may be more relevant during PD-1 therapy as PD-1 inhibition is considered to act mostly peripherally in the tumor tissue, in contrast to CTLA-4 inhibition acting centrally during T-cell priming. Activated tumor-infiltrating T-cell levels during therapy were associated significantly with response to PD-1 ICI. This corresponds to the frequent associations of activated intratumoral T-cells at baseline with response, as summarized in our previous review \[[@R4]\].

Response correlations of tumor-infiltrating cells during ICI therapy were analyzed for various cellular phenotypes. Ten out of the 17 analyses, however, were carried out in one, single study. Measurement of changes in tumor tissue biomarkers requires a tumor biopsy both before and after treatment, preferably of the same tumor lesion, which limits its practical feasibility as a biomarker. For example, in our previous systematic review, response correlations of baseline PD-L1 expression in the tumor tissue were measured in eight analyses \[[@R4]\], in comparison with only two analyses during therapy in our current systematic review, one of which was performed in both PD-(L)1-treated and CTLA-4 treated patients \[[@R39],[@R41]\].

Just like the blood cytology and T-cell response and regulation markers, tumor-infiltrating cells by themselves are not able to fully predict response to therapy. These markers might, however, have predictive value when analyzed in combination as the balance between tumor-specific effector T-cell activation and tumor-immune suppression, for example, by regulatory T-cells, determines the outcome of antitumor immunity.

Changes in tumor genetics during therapy are of interest as biomarkers on the basis of the observation that a high number of mutations in the tumor are beneficial for response to ICI therapy \[[@R98],[@R99]\]. Yet, these correlations found at the population level might not reach sufficient predictive power for individual patients. Determination of the mutational load and potential neoantigens recognized by tumor-reactive T-cells requires the analysis of a tumor tissue sample before therapy and possibly during therapy as well, which is costly and labor-intensive. Most neoantigens are probably patient-specific and not recurrent, although some mutations may be more frequent than others: frameshift insertions and deletions, for example, were found to be associated with ICI response for melanoma \[[@R100]\].

IrAEs are side effects because of activation of the immune system and may be signs of successful immune checkpoint blockade. In 66% of the analyses, irAEs were a sign that treatment was effective, indicating that having an irAE is no guarantee for treatment benefit. Rash and vitiligo, however, correlated significantly with favorable response to therapy in all studies.

Other markers correlating significantly with OS -- change in body composition by the loss of skeletal muscle during treatment and the clearance rate of tremelimumab -- may mostly reflect the disease status and physical condition of the patient \[[@R18]\].

PET/CT during ICI therapy was measured only in studies with a small number of patients. These studies also reported response patterns in patients corresponding to the potential mechanism of pseudo-progression, in which apparent tumor growth detected by conventional CT scans may actually reflect an increased density of activated inflammatory cells within the tumor microenvironment \[[@R91],[@R101],[@R102]\].

Limitations
-----------

The interpretation and summary of biomarkers across studies remained difficult. This was in part because of the diversity in outcomes parameters used; for example, the definition of response to ICI. ICI response can be measured according to tumor response criteria or as (progression-free) survival prolongation. Variations in values determining response and nonresponse patients can highly affect the results, especially because survival is determined by a great variety of confounding factors, other than a single measured biomarker, all independently influencing survival.

The statistics in the biomarker analyses also varied markedly with respect to biomarkers concentrations, assays, temporal points of measurements, the reporting of univariate/multivariate statistics, numbers of patients, or low statistical power. In future research, meta-analysis of biomarker results will require a well-defined patient population, standardized outcome measures and time points are required to enable meta-analysis of the results of biomarkers studies.

Conclusion
==========

Currently, the research on predictive biomarkers during ICI therapy in melanoma patients is still in a highly exploratory phase. None of the biomarkers during ICI therapy found in this systematic review have been studied extensively. It is therefore difficult to draw conclusions on the feasibility of biomarkers. Nonetheless, a few recommendations for future research can be made. The most promising biomarkers for predicting response to ICI treatment are the occurrence of irAEs (more specifically, the development of vitiligo during treatment) low levels and/or lowering of LDH and an increase in activated (CD8 + ) and decrease in regulatory T-cells. In addition, comprehensive analyses of changes in tumor immune landscape and tumor genetics during ICI therapy hold promise for biomarker discovery. As there is no single marker that can address all paths involved in immunity, a multivariate approach incorporating all facets of the cancer immunity cycle might have merit in predicting ICI therapy outcome.
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